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We are experiencing a retail revolution. The onset of a global 
health pandemic has accelerated a retail transformation by 
disrupting supply chains—from sourcing down to a shifting 
retail workforce—forcing retailers to reimagine their business 
models in order to succeed. Those slow to react, unable to 
change, or don’t foresee their inaction leading to their demise 
will be left behind—and possibly, struggling in bankruptcy, 
absorbed by venture capitalism, or closing permanently.

To chart a path through the retail revolution, one must have 
a resilient supply chain that’s driven by five key factors:

■ Machine learning

■ Strategically sourced suppliers

■ A control center for visibility and collaboration

■ Supply chain planning and execution powered 
by artificial intelligence

■ A talented and flexible employee pool

Retailers and brands that are flexible, innovative, and willing 
to take risks will come through these uncertain times stronger 
than before.

1. Resiliency through more precise 
demand prediction

Landscape: Unpredictable changes in customer
shopping behaviors

The most critical element of a resilient supply chain is an
accurate prediction of demand. At the onset of the pandemic,
grocers experienced panic buying by consumers clamoring for
toilet paper, hand sanitizer, bleach, medicine, and more—
leaving empty shelves in their wake. As stay-at-home orders
expanded, people turned to new levels of home-cooked meals,
further stressing grocery inventory.

It’s possible that some of these truly unprecedented shopping
behaviors may stick1. These include frequent home cooking
and less dining out due to new grocery shopping trends:
pantry loading, unprepared needs for working remotely,
willingness to try private label, and a shift to non-traditional
fulfillment channels.

With the need to eat tempered by concern about exposure,
many shoppers have limited their trips to the grocery store by
buying more than they normally would each trip. Pantry loading
is most common when promotions are so attractive. Because
large quantities of an item are purchased, stores know they’ll
need more of the item the following weeks. In this case, the
need to reduce grocery visits has prompted not only multiples
of the same item often being purchased but also higher
numbers of bulk purchases than in the past. However, due
to the drastically different customer behaviors sparked by the
pandemic, using the purchase history of staple items would
not detect the shift in size purchases.
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Meanwhile, many remote and furloughed workers during this
time, along with students and staff affected by school closures,
have found themselves unprepared to eat all meals and snacks
from their homes. With the temptation to go out for coffee no
longer existing, people stocked up on coffee, filters, and snacks
to supplement their day. Salon closures have led to increases
in home hair color treatments and nail products.

Initial scarcity of inventory provoked shoppers to take whatever
inventory they could find. If their favorite brand was out of stock,
they chose another.

If a consumer had any significant loyalty to a brand, they may
have been enticed to buy a cheaper brand, private label, or
store brand as income concerns become top-of-mind.

Consumers have shifted buying to other channels as well,
ordering online and having groceries delivered to their homes
from either retailers or pure play ecommerce sites. If the ease
of purchasing and the experience of opting for home delivery
sticks, it’s possible to see a long-term shift between channels
and competitors.

However, the footwear and apparel industry has had a
completely opposite experience. With shelter-in-place orders,
non-essential retailers were forced to temporarily close their
stores. Demand dropped off a cliff and inventory became
stagnant sitting behind closed doors. Priority purchases of
apparel have plummeted and most shopping has been online,
not in stores2.

With many consumers no longer needing work attire, they’ve
shifted to a comfortable “work from home” wardrobe.
Individuals and families are getting outside more often to walk,
hike, bike, run, etc., where the virus doesn’t spread as easily.
While formal and business attire sales are significantly down,
purchases have revealed a shift toward activewear.

Whether it’s style or fabric, comfort is key. Consumer’s
wardrobe, currently dominated by business or business casual
attire, has some gaps resulting in purchases of loungewear and
activewear. Footwear also saw major declining sales except for
performance shoes like Decker’s brand HOKA ONE ONE, which
has seen strong increases in demand3.

These changes raise many questions: How long will this new
perspective on life and focus on personal health last?
When the economy fully reopens, will demand shift back to
apparel needed for work or will remote working become the
next normal?

Furthermore, industries such as fitness equipment stores,
DIY, home goods, and others experienced better sales, if not
increases year over year4. With people being at home, activities
such as decorating, gardening, repairs, and remodels have
emerged as a focus on their time and money. Lowes Home
Improvement saw an 11% increase in same store sales based
on a high percentage of DIYers5.

Solution: Automated predictions driven
by machine learning

The challenges with demand prediction are the unprecedented
shopping behaviors and unanticipated store closures.
Innovative AI-based software vendors partner with retailers by
using a team of data scientists to tune machine learning models
for their unique business categories. By using a pandemic
demand feature, the scientist can train the ML algorithm to
automatically account for selling behaviors seen during this
retail revolution—eliminating the irrelevant time-periods (panic
buying, store closures, etc.) for the model to accurately predict
the future.
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In traditional models, demand planners must manually update
time-series parameters, aggregate levels, assign like items,
manually update forecast for promotional lift, and more. But the
value of machine learning extends beyond pandemic effects to
other demand features such as new product forecasting, which
uses product and location attribute trends, promotional details,
halo/cannibalization, external data like weather, social, local
events, and more. Machine learning models provide the 
automation and flexible demand modelling required for 
accurate prediction during and after these uncertain times. 
Next generation artificial intelligence in retail will utilize neural 
networks, deep learning, and other modelling techniques 
to further drive automation and accuracy.

Having a team of data scientists behind the scenes ensures that 
models are tuned to produce accurate results. This is a far more 
superior approach to training retail demand planners on 
models and parameters. Demand planners should focus their 
time on managing exceptions, analyzing the business, looking 
for opportunities, and during these uncertain times, strategizing 
what the next normal looks like.

2. Resiliency through de-risked sources

Landscape: A reliance on a single manufacturing source

During this pandemic, numerous stories have emerged about
the shortages of supply in a variety of areas. Unprepared
countries, along with inventory shortages of medical equipment
and medicine, coupled with changes to tariffs on Chinese
manufactured goods, have all brought into focus the decisions
around sourcing and risks of single source dependence.

Tariffs remain a constant challenge and have existed since
before the 19th century, having fluctuated over the years from
averages of 25% tax to more modern times when the tax on
imports from China was 3.5% in 2016 and on average only
1.6% across all countries6.

A recently signed memorandum under US Section 301 states
that the US tariff rate on Chinese products would increase to
15% but reduced to 7.5% for around $110B USD of imports. The
result is a trade war between the US and China on merchandise
including product categories like electronics, household
products, apparel, and footwear.

The goal of applying tariffs is to change behaviors that benefit
China and possibly increase revenue, even if only a small
amount. Countries have alleged that China and other supplier
countries steal intellectual property through piracy, reverse
engineering of electronics, counterfeiting of luxury brands
and more, resulting in a tariff to punish for those actions
and discourage the practice7.

Another objective of the import tax is to alter the flow of goods
throughout the supply chain. The US and other countries
depend on Chinese manufacturing for the majority of products
due to cheaper labor, available natural resources, and their
willingness to supply the world’s industrial needs. This
willingness, in conjunction with the consumers’ desire to spend
less on products, has essentially forced companies to source
internationally, with China getting a large portion of orders.
Over decades, manufacturing jobs in the US dropped,
production waned, and a large trade deficit ensued8. A tariff
increase would reduce the 2019 $346B trade deficit and shift
trade elsewhere, with some jobs moving back into the US9.
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Another goal of a tariff increase is to negotiate better rates or
reduce barriers to trade with a country—in this case, asking
China to buy more goods and services from US. A small amount
of benefit, in relation to the overall government, comes from the
customs revenue. These tariff initiatives are also related to the
Chinese government setting Yuan currency versus letting it float
in a free market.

Solution: Managing manufacturing sourcing and visibility
via control center technology

Retailers must consider the short-term impact of a trade war
with China and determine the company’s path forward with
regards to pricing and sourcing. Tariffs are not new
considerations, especially to the apparel and footwear industry.
In the short term, retailers and brands should strategize on the
impact of cost increases and how it applies to prices.

If prices increase too much, consumers won’t buy, possibly
risking the brand and future business to a competitor. For
Chinese goods, retailers are trying to hold retail prices steady,
electing to manage a balance between cost cutting measures or
taking less profit. Analysis shows that only a small portion of the
cost increases are being passed on to consumers, but a
business model of cutting costs and margin reduction can only
last so long.

Longer term, retailers can address two things: material
composition and manufacturing location. Product designers
can look at the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS or HS) to view
the affected materials and rates, as well as the exclusions to
create new design configurations in a product lifecycle
management solution that reduce tariff costs.

Some industries may be easier to redesign around the tariffs
than others as the complexities of impacted materials vary from
“man-made” textile materials like rayon to “flat fabrics” that do
not contain “yarns twisted more than 472 turns per meter.”

While Section 301 tariffs and the details within it can change,
retailers and brands may opt to modify their sourcing countries.
Companies like Best Buy, Home Depot, and others are changing
to suppliers and factories outside of China by moving to growth
areas like India, Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Russia, and other Asian
countries to diversify their risk10.

The pandemic illuminated our dependence on China for a
variety of products. When the outbreak occurred, China shut
down factories of everything from fashion, household goods,
medical devices, pharmaceuticals, as well as personal
protective equipment (PPE). 

With many countries experiencing diminished and/or expired 
stockpiles of face masks, gowns, ventilators, and more, 
governments, hospitals and private companies have scrambled 
to find inventory11.

China, being the central source for most of these items, now
controlled distribution and the timing, opting to prioritize
domestic use first before entertaining other countries’ needs.
A limited government stockpile, insufficient or delayed
domestic capacity, and an export reduction from China led
to a worldwide shortage.

Given the ramifications of sourcing mainly from China, retailers
and brands have recognized the need to scale up production in
one region while reducing demand in another, possibly even
shifting to more domestic output.

With the world’s dependence on Chinese manufacturing, wages
have steadily increased over the last 10 years. The average
factory worker is making 300% more than 10 years ago, 30%
more than 3 years ago with an average annual wage increase
of 11.7%12.
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Once a cheap labor country, which was a major draw for 
retailers and brands, sourcing teams know this trend in China 
will continue.  While great for citizens of China, global retailers 
will reevaluate supply based on design costs that include labor, 
tariffs, lead times, working conditions, and sustainability 
of Chinese manufacturers.

Indications are that retailers are shifting demand as Chinese
exports to the US fell by more than 16% in 2019 according to the
Census Bureau, a significant change from an increasing trend
spanning decades. Although just one year, evidence also shows
imports from countries like Vietnam and Taiwan spiked while
China dropped13.

With all this information, assortment planners can consider
both private label products from the design team as well as
sources of third-party styles. Given the need to diversify regions,
the sourcing location should be an attribute that should be
weighed, just like fabric, silhouette, flavor, scent, size,
and others. Before finalizing the seasonal buy, regional sources 
should be aggregated with analysis done on percentage 
of category business, cross-category, price, margin, lead time, 
and more. Gone are the days where only trends and current 
margins are main factors in assortment decisions.

As goods are moving throughout the supply chain, a control
center can provide visibility to goods coming from China,
Vietnam, South America, as well as domestically, to ensure
any disruption is anticipated. More factors to consider during
assortment are on-time arrivals, order completion, actual
landed costs and more to fully understand the impact ocean,
air, rail and truck freight has on supply chain financials and how
they align with business direction.

3. Resiliency through improved visibility
and collaboration

Landscape: Breakdowns in the sharing of supply
chain information

The pandemic and subsequent disruption throughout the
supply chain has intensified the need for digital visibility
and collaboration. Without end-to-end supply chain visibility,
there’s no easy way to mitigate risk from facilities to suppliers,
to suppliers’ suppliers.

Supply chains are a complex matrix of suppliers, logistics
companies, plants, and warehouses. For example, a retailer may
receive goods from a warehouse, which will receive goods from
their supplier. The Tier 1 supplier relies on components from
Tier 2 suppliers, who in turn depend on other suppliers for raw
materials. Outerwear bought at Macy’s® may come from the
Columbia Sportswear Company®. Columbia sources the zippers
from one supplier, fabric from a different supplier, Velcro®
and ties from another supplier, and so on.

The supply chain can break if any part becomes disconnected
from consumer demand, whether it’s labor capacity in a
distribution center, manufacturing of finished goods, raw
material manufacturing, or in various transportation modes
such as ocean, air, rail or truck.

Companies relying on spreadsheets, phone calls, and email to
communicate with suppliers and manage inventory movement
are at risk for the greatest disruption as the data they rely on is
usually outdated.
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People are overwhelmed with update requests, but with offices
shut down or staff cut back, companies have no clear picture as
to the magnitude of problems and are unable to make strategic
decisions. Without a digital platform for sharing data, getting
information takes too long and is usually woefully insufficient.

Other risks for companies involve single threaded sourcing with
a dependency on one country or sole supplier for key products.
Strategic sourcing decisions become a bigger issue when faced
with unprecedented events like a pandemic. Retailers must
diversify across regions, countries, ports of entry, and more
to ensure minimal disturbance.

As a major event is unfolding, the first area of focus is visibility
and collaboration with the key Tier 1 suppliers. Retailers or
brands must determine the supplier’s ability to meet their
demand with existing stock at a supplier’s primary fulfillment
center or if they need to move orders to other locations.
If a supplier is unable to satisfy order demand, both the retailer
and supplier must evaluate their capacity to meet production
or whether production can shift to other facilities.

As shortages and capacity issues arise, one should collaborate
with suppliers on allocation ranking to further understand
where in the pecking order your company fits within the greater
direct-to-consumer (DTC) market. To gain an even better
perspective into the future, one must investigate their Tier 2
supplier’s ability to fulfill demand. A quick, upstream 
evaluation will aid scenario planning to minimize the impact 
to your business.

Once inventory is available, downstream nodes of the supply
chain are potential breaking points. If the product originates
overseas, the ocean carriers must be capable of delivering the
goods. Retailers need information to questions like “Are the
shipping lanes open? Does the port of entry have capacity?
Are trucks and drivers ready to take the load to the distribution
center?” For each step in the product’s journey, alternative
plans must be well thought out and in place to 
minimize disruption.

When the product arrives to the warehouse, visibility into the
capacity of receiving, put-away, storage, picking, and more is
crucial. The warehouse may be closed due to stay at home
orders. If demand for the product is high and the warehouse
is open, such as Georgia-Pacific’s deliverance of Angel Soft®
branded toilet paper, the retail warehouse may not have room
to receive all the trucks for paper products, or not enough labor
to process receipts, thus delaying eventual shipment to stores.

The same need for visibility and collaboration holds true for
trying to get inventory into various countries amid the chaos.
For example, exports to Chinese stores may be delayed at first
as they work through protocols, but when the country reopens
and consumers are ready to shop, supply chain issues may arise
in the same way around carriers, warehouses, and stores. The
timing and magnitude of supply chain difficulties will vary by
region, country, state, and city, making the need for a digital
platform with artificial intelligence a huge importance.

Solution: Decision-making enabled by real-time supply
chain visibility

Companies that are poised to weather the storm have invested
in a digital platform whereby all aspects of the supply chain
can be monitored in real-time with a control center pushing
problems to the top for resolution. At first, retailers and
brands can collaborate with suppliers on future order demand
to determine if there are any capacity concerns. When a
platform is utilized by all parties, suppliers can collaborate on
quantities and order dates—even providing a peak upstream
into production.
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Once confirmed, production begins and is tracked versus
commitments. When orders are in-transit, a visual dashboard
displays global shipments of all inventory in motion, in
real-time, across various transport modes between locations.
Vast amounts of transactional data from carriers and GPS across
multi-legs, modes, and hand-offs populate the control center.

Machine learning models dynamically assess the routes and
timings to update the estimated time of arrivals into interim
points and the final destination. With geo-fencing, exceptions
can be triggered in real time allowing for a proactive resolution.

The innovative digital supply chain platforms of today provide
the real-time visibility across a single view of inventory
movement whereby the retailer, supplier, and their suppliers
can collaborate on supply and demand. When exceptions
arise, both partners can work together to orchestrate the
best response.

The keys to a resilient supply chain are risk management,
relationship building with suppliers, and an ability to react and
recover as quickly as possible when unforeseen problems arise.
With today’s advancements in science, retailers can easily adopt
a foundation of machine learning and AI for visibility and
problem resolution. Without a centralized platform for
communication, retailers result to putting out individual fires
instead of modeling global scenarios to create a strategic
business continuity plan.

4. Resiliency through a more optimized n-tier
supply chain

Landscape: Manual efforts to manage the supply chain

Turmoil and chaos can best describe the retail supply chain
during this uncertain time. North American grocers experienced
panic buying and empty shelves. From the unprecedented
spikes in demand on products a pandemic of this type would
cause, the demand across the apparel industry dropped
off a cliff as shelter in place orders forced closures and
stagnant inventory.

After a few weeks, grocery stores still ran out of the same
products while manufacturers ramped up production and/or
found other factories to make goods. Ecommerce business grew
to holiday level volumes for home delivery and curbside
pick-up. The Adobe Digital Economy Index showed ecommerce
purchases shot up by 49% compared to pre-pandemic, with
grocery leading the way at 110% growth14.

As stores begin to reopen, non-essential retailers are scrambling
to deal with inventory that’s been sitting on shelves, hanging on
racks, or boxed up in stockrooms. There are a variety of ways
they can deal with the inventory like partnering with suppliers to
cancel orders, postpone shipments, and delay paying invoices.
Most retailers will want to sell the inventory now by running
promotions, discounts, create buy/get product kits, and hold
events like tent or sidewalk sales.

Retailers are executing promotions earlier in the year than ever
before, with the goal of drawing customers into the stores or
purchases. Generating revenue and traffic is probably a higher
priority than the profitability side of the business. Some stores
may even hold and store goods for next year, thus eliminating
the higher, deeper markdowns while at same time reducing next
year buying cycle.

Many retailers, like Best Buy, have adopted contactless retail
approaches like curbside pickup for the first time, reaching
customers who wanted to shop but were unable to enter closed
stores15. Through both essential and non-essential retailers,
BOPIS (buy online, pick up in store) orders jumped 208%, with
curbside pickup being a new fulfillment channel16. 
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With social distancing and curbside pickup remaining in some 
context for the foreseeable future, changes may be made to 
store layouts such as wider aisles, defined traffic patterns, and 
reduced testing areas like in beauty supplies. New store 
configurations will drive assortment changes, possibly a 
reduction in assortment breadth/depth that impacts demand 
and amount of inventory needed in stores.

While stores have been shut down, other parts of the supply
chain were affected as well, impacting both current season as
well as upcoming seasons like fall/winter. Factories in China,
Europe, and the US have experienced shutdowns as the virus
spread. During the virus peak, the Port of Long Beach California
saw a significant reduction in cargo and many cancelled sailings
from the far east17. This affect ripples down through truckers
and trains.

This pandemic not only affects the physical supply chain but
also the systems generating the merchandise buys. Retailers
have a wide range of tools for demand, visibility, supply chain
execution, and finance, spanning complete reliance on
spreadsheets or outdated time-series models through to more
automated, AI-based applications. Manual efforts to manage
the digital supply chain will only be exacerbated by the volume
of adjustments needed for the short-term demand and
inventory needs as well as planning for next year during this
same unprecedented period.

Solution: Enhancing supply chain control through AI

A resilient supply chain begins with a more accurate prediction
of demand using AI-powered machine learning models to
consider attributes, promotional details, external data and
much more. Software service provider’s data scientists can
create a pandemic demand feature to capture the impact,
model behaviors seen (panic buying, category shifts,
importance of ecommerce, etc.), and ensure that next year’s
spring season doesn’t falsely predict another pandemic if that’s
not the case.
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The demand side is only half of the equation, warranting an
AI-based optimization model to fully consider financials and
constraints to make the most profitable allocation and
replenishment inventory decision. An automated, seamless
approach will eliminate many of the manual activities needed
to either push or pull inventory through supply chain, giving the
analyst the optimal recommendations of inventory transfers
and purchase orders.

Instead of analysts or allocators making all the decisions
themselves, optimization will automatically recommend
purchase orders, allocations, and transfers that can be
managed by exception. The automated approach centers the
workload around exception management, which is ideal when
there has been a reduction in headquarter staffing. When hiring
due to economic reopenings or changing roles of existing
personnel, an automated AI-based model will produce an ideal
s-curve of learning, again, focused on managing by exception.
This provides a much easier experience for training and
adoption when users don’t have to learn a binder full of steps
to accomplish the manual activities needed for allocation
and replenishment.

Ideally, suppliers collaborate on demand and supply signals in
real-time and will visualize the digital supply chain as it occurs.
Suppliers should let retailers know if the demand can be met,
including how much production can be ramped up for high
demand items or what the minimums are for another
production run.

Retailers should invest in platforms that enable the supplier
community to collaborate with retailers on production,
visualize freight throughout the ocean and land journeys with
machine learning models predicting slowdowns, and predict
disruptions and impact on ETA. When a pandemic occurs
and a factory experiences an interruption, this change shows
up in a control center to be reoptimized. All invoices related to
the purchase order would be available on the platform enabling
automatic payment.

With the swing toward a larger proportion of ecommerce orders,
many warehouse management systems are unequipped to
handle customer orders in an efficient manner. Warehouses
using outdated systems aren’t designed for optimal storage
and picking, leading to inefficiencies, increased costs, overtime,
and errors.

Technology has advanced to include 3D visualization of DC
activities as people process images at a much faster rate than
words and numbers. Users can now interact with analytics
within WMS systems and connect to voice/RF devices. The
future of WMS will join with AR/VR to provide holographic
information as you walk the warehouse leading to quick
resolutions of problems.

With the shift toward more online shopping, stores can also
become fulfillment centers where inventory can be depleted
across the company before placing additional orders to
suppliers. Walmart expanded ship-from-store to 2,500 locations,
allowing for a larger pool of inventory to satisfy ecommerce
orders18. Whether curbside pickup or delivery, demand is
satisfied and inventory is optimized throughout the supply
chain regardless of fulfillment channel.
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Given the novel coronavirus’s impact on the supply chain,
retailers should embrace an artificial intelligent modelling
methodology with a vendor that comes alongside them,
providing data science experts to accurately tune models versus
relying on retailer analysts to manually update spreadsheets
and systems to forecast, allocate, replenishment, track
movement, and match invoices to purchase orders.

5. Resiliency through a more talented
and flexible workforce

Landscape: Shifting roles of the workforce

An inspirational aspect of this crisis is the willingness and
the resiliency of the employees on the front line everyday
encountering people with COVID-19. Putting aside business
financials, the priority of companies is employee and
customer safety.

Social distancing measures warrant everyone to maintain a
radius of 6 feet when outside their homes. Plus, stores with
multiple entrances have designated an entrance and exit only.

For grocery stores, many have marked one way paths through
the aisles while home improvement stores like Lowes have
painted designated floor spots for customers waiting in cashier
lines. Many now utilize protection shields at registers while also
demanding both employees and customers wear facemasks.
Safety, health, and well-being are first priorities for a retailer.

During this economic shutdown, predicting demand and
corresponding staffing is difficult. In many cases, retailers are
forced to make tough decisions if business is significantly down,
leading to staffing reductions. In the US, unemployment hit
14.7% in April 2020, the worst since The Great Depression19.
While some retail verticals are laying off workers, others with
food in their assortment like grocery stores or mass merchants
are hiring.

In-store labor roles are changing, thanks to the pandemic for
ushering in new and different tasks. Consumers are demanding
contactless new fulfillment options like curbside pickup and
home delivery. Pre-pandemic, more than 50% of retailers in
larger markets offered same-day delivery; that number is
anticipated to spike dramatically20. Partnering with third-party
service providers like Uber®, Instacart®, and others for delivery
is for any business, but larger retailers want better control of the
supply chain and last mile delivery.

Retailers such as Michaels now offer same-day delivery, going
from test to launch in a matter of weeks21. Target recently
purchased same-day delivery technology from Deliv, to go along
with their purchase of Shipt same-day delivery service. Retailers
that only recently embraced these contactless fulfillment
options now need personal shoppers, a staff position which
previously didn’t exist for most stores.

Ensuring inventory is available on shelves ready for in-store
shopping, curbside pickup or delivery requires associates to
not only restock in a timely manner but also maintain accurate
perpetual inventory levels correcting for any discrepancies.
Automated allocation and replenishment, as well as online
shopping carts, require accurate stock positions to
perform optimally.

Additional teams focused on cleaning the store and restocking
the store after hours are now needed, changing the entire make
up of hiring, labor planning, and scheduling. Current store
associates should be trained across multiple positions, allowing
for greater flexibility to fulfill the various roles needed within any
given day. The retailer benefits by having a diversified and 
skilled talent pool that can be reallocated at any time, allowing 
employees to gain additional skills that will help in upward 
mobility within the company or more marketable to others.

Upstream at the warehouse, managers are looking to expand
the labor roles. Traditionally, warehouses were primarily
shift-driven with mostly full-time workers scheduled for 40
hours. As ecommerce grows and warehouse activities move
past just receiving, putaway, and shipping to stores, the need
to pick individual customer orders grows.

During peak times, warehouses may extend working hours
and shifts. With profitability of the cost center and overtime
being a big concern, warehouse managers are looking to
supplement with part-timers. The complexities of cross-training,
hiring, and scheduling are now expanding.

Solution: Utilizing science-based talent technology
to manage new workforce needs

As the economy re-opens and people start to re-enter the
workforce, businesses will compete with each other to find and
hire talented individuals that fit their needs. Bringing in people
with the skills and attitude needed, who will fit well with the
culture, and perform at the right levels, are ongoing challenges
for retailers. Companies now must identify the behaviors 
essential for success in the business and search them out, 
for modern talent acquisition requires more than conjecture 
and assumption. 



By utilizing behavioral assessments of both existing associates 
as well as prospective ones, retailers can recruit the right people 
for the role.

Attributes like good communication, flexibility, handling stress
well, thriving in unstructured settings, dealing with the public,
and many more may be the skills retailers are looking for. A data
driven approach should significantly improve retention and
performance and will be achieved when focusing on the talent
that most closely aligns with the behaviors, capabilities and
performance indicators the business needs.

With new roles, changing shopping behaviors, and retailers
offing many promotions and events to lure customers to stores,
machine learning models are needed to align everything and
help predict staffing needs throughout the day and week. The
beauty of machine learning models is in its granularity for
unique locations and different types of data that can be
considered including promotions, seasonality and weather.

These future-looking ML models outperform traditional
time-series models or simple averaging over history, providing
a much more accurate view of staffing needs leading to less
gaps and overtime. Labor scheduling processes utilize the
demand signal and assign the right person by matching skills,
scheduling preference, rules, and more to each labor task in the
store or warehouse.

In the age of the smartphone, both associates and managers
should be able to manage schedules, swap times with others,
request time off, and more—all from their mobile device.
An employee’s technological work life can mirror that of their
personal life.

By using science embedded in applications, companies can hire
the right people with the right skills and talent to learn new
roles, benefiting both company and employee. Marrying that
with prioritization of safety, health and well-being of customers
and employees will set a retailer apart from competition to not
only gain the best talent but also develop a culture that they
want to be associated with.

Final thoughts

For retailers and brands to thrive amid all the disruption and
changes, they must focus on creating a resilient supply chain.
A retail revolution is happening and the next normal awaits
those retailers that can survive the chaos.
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